Whole School Statement of Curriculum Intent
Intent: Vision and Philosophy
What we want from our curriculum for our learners
Our day to day ethos and curriculum design are symbolised by our hashtag
#LiveLoveLearn. We focus on the growth and development of the whole
person, a sense of togetherness and empowering everyone as a leader and
learner to ensure our learners thrive through their journey at Royds and beyond.
At Royds, we believe every learner is an individual with a unique personality and characteristics. Inclusion therefore lies
at the heart of everything we do. Childhood is changing. Our learners are growing up in a world defined by fast paced
technological development living increasingly online, in spaces adults sometimes struggle to understand. Our curriculum
from Year 7 to 11 is built around our #LiveLoveLearn mission. We place great value on preparing our learners to thrive in
21st century Britain, not just academically but socially, emotionally, morally and culturally too. It has never been more
important to equip our students to adapt to and embrace change, develop their resilience and creative thinking skills
whilst instilling a real love of learning. The development of the whole person is imperative to us. Through a combination
of challenge and support, we aim to create a balance that enables our students to flourish by learning how to take care of
themselves mentally and physically in order to fulfil their academic potential whilst still learning how to ‘love’ in the wider
sense and enjoy ‘life’ to the full. The learning that a child experiences at Royds is therefore a broad and balanced diet
that promotes intellectual, moral, creative, emotional and physical development in equal measure through the totality of
all the taught and untaught, explicit and implicit values bespoke to our school and community. Our curriculum is a range
of subjects, interleaved blocks of learning, pedagogy, assessment, extra-curricular enrichment and student leadership
opportunities that are all underpinned by our school values to ensure all students can succeed, progress and learn well.

Growing up in 21st Century Britain
Our Local Community
Staying Safe in the Modern World
British Values/Our Values

The Academic and Examined
Curriculum
Core Subjects
Subject Option Specialities

Preparing for Life
Physical Health, Fitness & Nutrition
Recognising & Managing Stress
Independent Living
Aspiration and Careers

Cultural Capital and Enrichment Opportunities
Personal Development Challenge
Student Leadership
Sport/The Arts/Life Experiences
We are a comprehensive school with a diverse intake. Our values have been recently re-evaluated and
developed to help address potential barriers to success we encounter in our community.

The Royds Values: Everyone a Leader, Everyone a Learner

Aspiration: Dream Big – If your dreams don’t scare you, they aren’t big enough!
At Royds, aspiration is:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Having a dream you can articulate.
Seeking to be the best version of yourself – 24/7.
Imagination – using it, not being afraid of it.
Understanding what excellence looks like – and striving for it.
Understanding how we learn.

Resilience: Be Determined – Resilience is a skill not an ability. It can be learnt
At Royds, resilience is:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Being able to articulate a successful tale/give examples of applied resilience.
Being ruthless and relentless in achieving personal goals.
Reacting successfully to unknown situations.
Embracing challenges and never giving up.
Bouncebackability.

Respect: Communicate with Kindness – Manners cost nothing but mean everything
At Royds, respect is:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Being a leader: Doing the right thing when no-one is watching.
Executing the basics: Saying please, thank you and opening doors for everyone.
No inappropriate raised voices.
Following and accepting rules without argument.
Pride in yourself, love for the school community, the buildings and contents.

Initiative: Solve Problems – Every problem is a gift. Without problems we would not grow
At Royds, initiative is:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Learning how to coach yourself.
Thinking independently with a solution focussed mind.
Working effectively as part of a team.
Facing challenges head on and finding creative solutions.
Being self-aware in anticipating potential problems that may arise before pro-actively
solving.

Reflective: Never Stop Learning – Never stop learning because life never stops teaching
At Royds, reflective is:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Understanding and accepting there is always more to learn.
Knowing how to move forwards: Know how to do it, want to do it, do it!
Embracing failure as a learning experience.
Actively listening.
Working hard – nothing replaces hard work.

Objectives
Our curriculum is organised in such a way that provides our students with the opportunity to learn expected
behaviours and be successful in their learning so that we can achieve our #LiveLoveLearn mission. Our
strategic intent is therefore very simple:
We strive to create a curriculum which:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Provides a diversity of powerful knowledge, which over time, cumulatively builds to provide the
cultural literacy that enables students to function in society.
Enables all students to enjoy learning and experience success.
Takes into account individual needs.
Creates a culture of high expectation and aspiration to raise standards of attainment and progress.
Develops confident and responsible individuals who can make a positive contribution to society and
live safely and independently.

To implement our intended objectives we recognise our curriculum needs to be fluid and continually
reviewed. Our school is constantly evolving; numbers on roll are increasing each year, we have an ever
changing social demography and students transferring to the school in Year 7 with diverse prior attainment
on entry and a wide range of social, emotional and academic learning needs. As such, our curriculum is
designed to allow us to plan learning experiences that can be made bespoke to the context and requirements
of our learners. For example, the nature of our nurture class in Year 7 changes each year dependent upon
the needs of individuals within the cohort. Option blocks and classes at Key Stage 4 are dictated by student
preferences within individual year groups. The political landscape, statutory requirements and national
recruitment also influence balance and need. Fundamentally to ensure our curriculum is ‘fit for purpose’, we
recognise we have to constantly be flexible using a continual plan, do, review approach that prioritises early
intervention and meaningful and purposeful reflection, evaluation and reaction to best meet the needs of
our learners.
The notion of ‘everyone as a leader and learner’ in our school empowers all staff to partake in this process.
Although for consistency, there will always be certain aspects of our pedagogy and teaching and learning
processes that are commonplace across the school, as individual departments come to terms with new
specifications, learning journeys and effective assessment approaches continual developments to the ‘what,
why and how’ will be made to improve the delivery of our objectives. Our #LiveLoveLearn mission applies to
the staff as well as our students; we therefore place high value on the professional development of all our
staff to enhance their confidence, competence and subsequent ability to adapt and develop our curriculum
as appropriate to context. Our focus on the whole individual demonstrates our curriculum is not artificially
narrowed to focus solely on performance measures – we strongly believe it is the best curriculum for our
learners at our school. We recognise that employers, post-16 and higher education institutes place great
value on core and Ebacc. With the exception of a handful of learners (who were withdrawn from KS2 SATS),
all our students have the opportunity to follow a ‘traditional academic’ curriculum. However, this is not a
route that is compulsory for anyone, as we also recognise the importance of allowing students to pick
subjects they enjoy. We also appreciate the increasing value of more ‘open’ options and vocational courses
as a means of securing apprenticeship routes into the world of work that many of our students prefer. When
the time arrives, students will always be guided and encouraged to making choices that are right for them,
and as a school we will be flexible to accommodate need. For example, a number of students in our 2022
cohort indicated they would like to study French but not at the expense of an ‘open’ bucket subject. We
have facilitated their wish by adding a twilight French class to their curriculum.
Given our focus on the development of the ‘whole child’, to ensure our intentions are clear to parents/carers
and students, we have recently reshaped our home school agreement to align with our school values. This is
to support working together in triangulation (school, parents and students) to make our expectations clear
and to further disseminate our ethos so everyone is clear of our intent.

Royds School: Home School Agreement
Aspiration: Dream Big
I will have a positive attitude to learning: arrive to lessons on time, fully equipped and always strive to do my best.
I will strive to meet the school’s high expectations of me both as a leader and a learner.
I will make a positive contribution to our learning community.
I will make every effort to attend parents’ evenings and key events in school.
I will support my child’s aspirations.
Family
I will participate in activities with my child, recommended by the school, to support character development and
enrichment of the school’s values beyond the school day.
We will promote high expectations, good behaviour and positive attitudes.
School
We wil We will role model the characteristics of an effective leader and learner.
We will promote life skills and career development opportunities to prepare for adult life.
Student

Resilience: Be Determined
Student

Family
School

I will embrace challenges head on and never give up; I will see failure as a positive - a learning experience.
I will recognise that hard experiences are part of learning and growing up and that school will support me to flourish.
I will go to all lessons, try my best (even if I don’t like them) and handle all issues responsibly and with maturity.
I will support attendance and punctuality aspiring to achieve 100% attendance, pro-actively seeking solutions to ensure
my child attends school, even if there issues with things such as transport or friendship dilemmas.
I will encourage my child to keep going even in times of adversity and work constructively with school.
We will work in partnership with families to ensure the best interests of our students.
We will support students to learn from setbacks, embrace them and not be afraid to try again.

Respect: Communicate with Kindness
Student

Family

School

I will be an ambassador for school; I will do the right thing even when no one is watching.
I understand that school staff are here to help and support me and will interact with them in a positive and respectful
manner.
I know that bullying or harassment are never acceptable, including on social media, and will act to stop it.
I understand the importance of working in partnership with the school. I will communicate appropriately and
constructively, pro-actively making the school aware of any social, emotional or academic barriers to learning.
I will monitor my child’s use of technology, particularly social media. I will promote and role model positive behaviour
online and offline for my child.
We will educate families on online risks and the positives associated with technology.
We will promote diversity and equality.
We will do everything in our power to ensure that students are safe from bullying, harassment or any other danger.
We will maintain effective communication channels with parents and carers.

Initiative: Solve Problems
Student

Family
School

I will stay calm when things do not go to plan and try to work out a solution for myself before asking for help.
I will try my best when I am given challenges that are outside my comfort zone. I know this helps me learn.
I will join in with extracurricular activities or new experiences even if they are unfamiliar or make me nervous.
I will, in times of challenge, maintain effective and respectful communication in partnership with school.
I will support my child with home learning, making sure they have the right space and conditions to learn.
I will encourage my child to access enrichment activities at school including revision sessions and extra help offered.
We will provide a broad range of experiences that allow students to develop initiative and broaden horizons.
We will identify barriers to learning and work with families to ensure appropriate interventions are in place.

Reflective: Never Stop Learning
Student

Family
School

I will take responsibility for my own actions, take pride in my achievements and accept the consequences of poor
choices.
I understand and accept that there is always more to learn. This is how we grow. I understand the importance of and
commit to completing all independent learning tasks on time and to the best of my ability.
I will support decisions made by the school and understand that sometimes certain information cannot be shared.
I will role model a positive attitude to school and education to foster a love of learning for my child.
We will create an environment that allows students to focus on learning.
We will work in collaboration with students, parents and the wider community to constantly reflect on what we offer,
how we offer it and our #LiveLoveLearn vision to ensure it meets the needs of our learners and community.

Signatures: I agree to abide by the principles outlined above
Student
Print
signature:
name:
Family
Print
signature:
name:
School
Print
signature:
name:

Date:

Form:

Date:

Relationship:

Date:

Role:

Implementation: Curriculum Design and Pedagogy
There is nothing more important than that quality of teaching and learning across the school – this is our
core business day in day out. Positive relationships between staff and students are pivotal to success in any
school, but particularly at Royds; our children need to feel loved, supported, guided and valued to get the
best from them. As such, to improve the consistency of teaching and learning, we are developing a united
approach to three key areas:
▪
▪
▪

Subject curriculum planning: Long, medium and short term expectations.
Our teaching and learning model: Teach – Demonstrate – Assess - Respond (TDAR).
The use of positive assertive language.

Curriculum Design: Years 7 and 8
Foundation Phase: Our Key Stage 3 curriculum allows students the opportunity to study a broad and
balanced range of subjects: English, Maths, Science, Geography, History, a Modern Foreign Language, Art, PE,
Technology (incorporating elements of Product Design, Textiles, Graphics and Food), Music and Drama. Our
school values and the promotion of British Values are interwoven as an integral feature across the
curriculum, but are taught more explicitly through our PSCHRE and assembly programme. Language and
vocabulary development are taught specifically through our Cultural Literacy programme, which also
addresses many religious and sociological factors, in addition to encouraging and developing reading for
pleasure. Our home school agreement (built around our values) encourages family reading for pleasure: our
KS3 character development challenge (see later as part of the learning journey) incorporates a 7 for 7, 8 for 8
and 9 for 9 reading challenge in additional to a range of other activities derived to compliment and enrich
students’ knowledge and experiences beyond the curriculum.
Nurture Phase: Students who transition in Year 7 that require a greater degree of support to access the
secondary curriculum follow a slightly adapted curriculum model. The foundation phase is tailored to the
bespoke needs of each cohort on entry but fundamentally alongside all other core and foundation subjects,
students study additional functional English and Maths rather than French and time is designated to activities
such as independent travel and the development of leadership and communication skills. A stage rather than
age approach is utilised to narrow gaps with the intention of building students’ skills and knowledge to allow
them to access Key Stage 4 options of their choice as they progress through school.
We are currently in the process of redesigning our Key Stage 3 curriculum to ensure there is a mastery
approach across the school with a focus on the depth rather than the breadth of learning. Our planning has
been informed by much research, but fundamentally the seven principles of curriculum design identified by
Dylan William (Principled Curriculum Design). We are realistic in our planning; a curriculum takes time to
develop and embed as a school improves. At our current stage of development, in addition to balance, four
principles are integral to our planning:
▪

▪
▪

▪

Vertical Subject Integration: Progression by carefully sequencing and interleaving knowledge to
ensure both teachers and students have clarity about what ‘getting better’ at a subject, skill or concept
means.
Appropriate: Planning for progress: Challenge matches students’ levels of knowledge and maturity –
expectations of what students can achieve are realistic, high but not unreasonable.
Focused: The curriculum is manageable. Important knowledge is key; big concepts/ideas within a
subject are identified, taught, reinforced and frequently interleaved to ensure learning is sustainable
and secure within the long-term memory.
Relevant: Subject areas seek to make real life connections to our students and community to enable
learners to see the value/purpose of learning and subsequently make informed choices.

Over time, we also seek coherence – to make explicit connections and links between subjects and experiences.
This however must form phase two of our plans, as at present individual subjects need to focus on the
sequenced progression of knowledge and comprehension within their own areas before looking to align across
the school. This is not to say we will completely disregard coherence in the interim, as our cultural literacy

programme will look at the cross-curricular development of vocabulary and tier 3 language and we are working
with middle leaders on a KS3 curriculum overview.
Our starting point for each subject was an annotated image of the skills and knowledge that should be secure in
the long-term memory by the end of each year – this is because we wanted to base our planning around deep
learning with constant use of retention and retrieval techniques. Our teaching and learning model has been
developed with the same intent. The diagram below shows the stages of our curriculum development. We are
starting with Years 7 and 8 to ensure a knowledge rich curriculum of greater depth eradicates gaps that
currently exist in Key Stage 4 from more superficial learning previously. Key Stage 4 will follow as part of phase
2; departments are already more advanced with this process due to reformed specifications.

Quality
Curriculum Design:
Yearof9,Education
10 and 11 – Stages of Curriculum Development: Phase 1
In line with the development of our core values and extensive review of the quality of our education, using
a model of distributed leadership, we are currently undertaking the following process to evaluate, redesign and assemble documents which outline our curriculum intent and implementation:
Whole School Statement of Curriculum Intent (Headteacher and Governors)
A document that explains the whole school vision; the intent and implementation of our curriculum that is
contextual, specific and bespoke to the needs of the learners in our school.

Subject / Departmental Statement of Curriculum Intent (Heads of Department / SLT Link)
A statement that mirrors the core sentiment, vision and values of the whole school but specifically outlines
subject intent at Royds - our school.

Subject / Departmental Long Term Plans (Heads of Department)
Memory banks of knowledge (brains), KS4 and KS4 Learning Journeys. A summary overview which
demonstrates shared departmental thinking around a mastery approach, interleaved planning and deep
and meaningful learning.

Subject / Departmental Medicum Term Plans (Departmental Planning)
Blocks of learning (wich make up the departmental journey) which outline the what and why of each unit of
work using the TDAR model to highlight what needs to be taught, how the stuedtns will demonstrate their
knowledge, how assessments will take place and possible misconceptions that may arise.

Departmental Assessment Policy and Progress Descriptor Statements (Departmental Planning)
A one page policy which incorporates whole school expectations and bespoke departmental plans. A one page
progress descriptot statemetn (which corss-references "brains") fro each collection point in Key Stage 3 that outlines
progress levels to show the level of knowlege and skill secure in the long term memory: Mastered, Secure, Developing,
Foundation, Pre-Foundation.

Short Term Planning (Individual Teachers)
Precision planning books which show how departmental blocks of learning will be tweaked to ensure
implementation is bespoke to individual classes and students.

Our Key Stage 4 students are currently on three different curriculum plans. The 2020 and 2021 plans were
initially built around early entry in option subjects (in Year 10) with additional time to enhance students’ success
English and Maths in Year 11. Historical attainment data shows a lack of priority and time to develop a depth of
learning across the curriculum has hindered student progress beyond the core subjects. In year changes have
been made to address this (see Figures 1 and 2) to give parity and time to all subjects throughout Key Stage 4,
with the intention of allowing options subjects particularly, the opportunity to develop a real depth of knowledge
which is beyond simply just teaching to a specification.
Figure 1: 2020 Leavers

Curriculum Model
Subject
Core
English
Maths
Science
PE* (non-examined)
Life Skills* (non-examined)
Options
Option 1: Ebacc pot
Option 2: Free choice
Option 3: Free choice
Option 4: Free choice
Option 5: English / Maths or free

Year 9

Year 10

Original
Offer

Revised Plan

Year 11

Year 11

4
4
3
2
1

4
4
4
1
1

4
4
6
1
1

2
3
3
3

2
3
3
3

3

6

Core
4
4
6
1
1
Options
3
2
2
2
N/A

Figure 2: 2021 Leavers

Curriculum Model
Subject
Core
English
Maths
Science
PE*
Life Skills*
Options
Option 1: Ebacc pot
Option 2: Free choice
Option 3: Free choice
Option 4: Free choice

Year 9

Year 10

Original
Offer

Revised plan

Year 11

Year 10 Year 11
Core

4
4
3
2
1

4
4
4
1
1

4
4
6
1
1

4
4
6
1

4
4
4
1
1
Options

3
4
4

3
4
4

3

6

3
2
2
4

3
2
2
3

Moving forwards it is our intention that subsequent cohorts will follow a similar curriculum design to that of the
current Year 9 (2022 leavers). The plan is detailed below:

Year 7

Year 8

Core
4
4
3
2
1
Options

4
4
3
2
1

Subject
English Literature & Language
Maths
Science (Double or Triple)
Health: Incorporates Sports Sci
Life Skills* (not examined)
Option 1: Geog, Hist or French
Option 2: Free choice
Option 3: Free choice
Twilight French

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

4
4
3
4
1

4
4
4
3
1

4
4
6
2

3
3
3
2

3
3
3
2

3
3
3
2

Foundation Subjects
Geography
2
2
History
2
2
French
2
2
Computing
1
1
Technology
1
1
Art
1
1
Drama
1
1
Music
1
1

All students study an examined core curriculum of English, Maths, Science and Health. All students sit GCSE
English Literature in Year 10. We have found that concentrating on one examined GCSE at the end of Year 10
helps to focus our learners, develop their maturity and heighten their awareness of the extent of independent
learning required to aid the retention and retrieval of key knowledge and skills necessary for success. It also
allows us to work with parents to enhance their awareness of how they can help and support their children at
home on the journey to success. Relationships and self-esteem, so crucial for our learners, are further enhanced
through the Year 10 tutor programme that is delivered by the English team. Success at the end of the year breeds
confidence and belief for many – students have a model to replicate and understand the reality of the learning pit
and the notion of small guided steps to success. For others, there is an early realisation if they haven’t worked
hard enough of changes that are required in Year 11.
The Science curriculum is structured in such a way that allows learners who are capable enough to study triple in
Year 11 whilst allowing students who require further consolidation to concentrate on core. This approach
enables students three option choices to ensure a broad and balanced subject choice.
Compulsory Health studies is a key part of our #LiveLoveLearn Key Stage 4 curriculum. This incorporates practical
PE for all, which is crucial as a medium for keeping students physically healthy and active but also a great medium
for helping to relieve stress. Sports Science is also an examined part of the course because we feel the modules
are essential life skills that are imperative for all students: Reducing the risk of injuries; The body’s response to
physical training/understanding how the body works; Applying the principles of training to maintain a healthy
lifestyle; Nutrition/healthy living. Mental health is also covered in terms of psychological factors that can impact
on performance and participation. This supplements other key life skills taught in Key Stage 3 to all students such
as Restart a Heart.

Experience has shown us that our learners often lack resilience with a number of gaps in their knowledge.
Combined with social deprivation factors, we believe our learners and community are better served by being
afforded extra time at Key Stage 4 to build confidence and develop a greater depth of knowledge through a three
year curriculum. Year 9 is very much a GCSE foundation year with a focus on developing key knowledge and skills
necessary for success, rather than an exam focus. Additional time allows the opportunity for ‘real life’ in depth
learning beyond examination specifications to develop a real love of learning and passion for selected option
courses. Although this is undoubtedly the right decision for our learners academically, we ensure the curriculum
is not narrowed by:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Year 9 Cultural Literacy programme which makes sociological, historical and MFL links (conversational
language).
Ensuring the first option is an Ebacc subject.
A free option choice that includes a variety of aesthetic, practical and academic choices.
Deep learning days for all students that are built around our values, British Values and are proactively
responsive to our context and community based on CPOMs analysis.
A varied extra-curricular programme and enrichment programme.
Work experience in Year 10.
A weekly Life Skills lessons which includes careers.
Carefully planned assembly programme.

Deep Learning Days – A Sample Annual Programme
On deep learning days, the normal lesson timetable is suspended to allow students to learn in different ways. We
use a variety of staff and providers to facilitate learning ranging from PC Roberts, our Safer Schools Officer to
external speakers and organisations to provide work related experiences.

Value

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Aspiration:
Dream Big

Excellence is:
Learning is …
Study habits

I can be …
I will be …

Independent
Living: The
cost of living

Real World
Interview Day
Post 16/CV

Aspirational
external
speakers

Resilience:
Be
Determined

Community
resilience

D of E school
camp

The Tattooist
of Auschwitz

The learning
pit

Respect:
Communicate
with Kindness

Digital
Literacy and
the Law

Staying safe:
Gangs, knives
and the law

Community
charity
enterprise
project

Staying safe:
Sex Education

Year 7
residential

Learning how
to coach
myself

Bronze D of E
or school
production

BFL at Royds

Community
Alumni

It’s a
marathon not
a sprint

Initiative:
Solve
Problems
Reflective:
Never Stop
Learning

Coaching plan

Work
experience

Mindfulness
Yoga
Managing
stress

Teaching and Learning at Royds: Expectations of staff
The quality of teaching and learning is absolutely key to the success of any school, but particularly ours. It was
highlighted as an area of development in our Ofsted inspection report (September 2018) and we are
committed to developing our practice to ensure that all pupils are engaged and challenged to gain positive
outcomes.
Non-Negotiables
We have a series of non-negotiables to which we expect all teachers to adhere every lesson.
All lessons begin with a BIG (Brain In
Gear) activity. This is to ensure a calm
and purposeful start to the lesson. In the
majority of cases, this should be an
activity which practises memory recall of
previous learning. That learning does not
have to be from the previous lesson but
can draw on learning from a previous
topic or even the previous year! This
approach is informed by the forgetting
curve; most people forget knowledge
very quickly, but if it is revisited, it is
retained for longer. We recognise that it is essential that pupils remember core knowledge if they are to
succeed in linear exams.
Teachers are expected to briefly outline the learning context (the what and why) so that pupils understand
how the lesson fits into a sequence of lessons. The aim of the lesson must be clearly identified and be linked to
subject specific concepts and processes. It should be displayed throughout the lesson and continually referred
to by both staff and students. Learning is planned in phases, not lessons, therefore sometimes the learning
aim may be the same or very similar for a series of lessons. Teachers are expected to state their expectations,
so students are aware of exactly what is expected of them. Dependent upon the phase of learning this may be
a specific success criteria or simply expectations of how work should be completed (e.g. independently) or
what work should like once completed (e.g. include certain vocabulary, be of a set length, or particular aspects
of detail)

TDAR
We have a simple lesson structure called TDAR (Teach-Demonstrate-Assess-Respond).
Teach: Teachers are the subject expert and need to impart the knowledge and skills necessary for pupils to
succeed in the content heavy new GCSE specifications. We would expect that the first part of most lessons
would be the teach phase. Teachers need to make sure that this learning is challenging, that they explain it
clearly and that pupils capture it in a meaningful form from which they can revise or refer to at a later date. All
classrooms at Royds have visualisers, which can be an excellent tool for showing how you expect work to be
set out, notes taken, or indeed a piece of work constructed together.
Demonstrate: Teachers need to give students the opportunity to show that they understand what they have
been taught. Using the visualisers, teachers could show pupils how they want them to go about a task, or you
can do the first part of a task together. This will scaffold it appropriately and enable them to work with
resilience. In this phase pupils can work in groups, pairs or independently, but should not be reliant upon the
teacher. Expectations of how students are expected to work should be made very clear with the use of “I
expect…”
Assess: Whilst pupils are in the demonstrate phase the teacher should circulate to see how well the pupils
have understood what they have been taught. During this time, the teacher is gaining an overview of common
misconceptions. There are also other ways to assess understanding: teachers might ask pupils to write answers

on whiteboards; conduct a tight and structured period of questioning to probe whether pupils really
understand what they have been taught and can extend their answers. At Royds pupils are expected to
respond in a full sentence and to use an academic register. The visualiser is again useful to assess learning;
teachers might use pupils’ books and place them under the visualiser to discuss the method used, the
strengths of a particular piece of writing or determine where a pupil went wrong or how they can improve
what they have written.
Respond: We recognise it can be very tempting to carry on with an original lesson plan but depending on what
teachers have discovered about what pupils have understood from the teach phase they may have to adapt
subsequent strategy. Teachers might adopt one of the following approaches:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Re-teach a small point if many learners in the class have got this wrong.
Show an example of someone’s work in the class, which is of a high standard, discuss it and ask pupils
to redraft theirs in response.
Realise that no-one in the class has understood and decide to do an extra lesson on the topic next
lesson.
Work with a small group of pupils who are struggling to understand the concept, whilst the others
have work to do which deepens and embeds their knowledge.

